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Forward … thinking! 
Whilst there is no predetermined view as to what specific assessment system a school should use, any approach 

must be effective, fit for purpose and provide accurate information showing the progress students are making. The 

information recorded should be meaningful for students, parents and governors. Up until the end of the 2021/22 

academic year, all students at STFCH have continued to be assessed using the PIVATS tool, which is based upon 

national ‘P scales’ for students who are working below national expectations. However, due to the complexity of 

assessment in any form within special education and the number of schools who have moved away from the use of 

the PIVATS tool, there is no possibility of a standardised approach of comparison across special schools and as such, 

each school should have an appropriate bespoke system which is adaptable to the needs of the students on roll. The 

purpose of assessment data must be to inform and improve practice, enabling the delivery of better outcomes for 

students, with a robust and consistent way of managing the often different types of data, so it provides meaningful 

information to inform practice. 

At STFCH our aim has always been to find an assessment solution that works for our school, which is driven by the 

need to recognise the achievements and potential of every young person. Our holistic outlook and methods are 

inclusive of all abilities and special educational needs, which not only includes the academic progress a student can 

make, but the much wider outcomes of independence, social skills, confidence and self-esteem amongst many 

others. 

Over the last year we have been looking at transitioning away from the ‘paper-based’ PIVATS tool which only 

supports the academic assessment of English, Maths and PSD, towards a robust and inclusive ‘cloud-based’ system 

which is able to record student achievements and support teachers across all curriculum subjects with both student 

progress and professional accountability. The broader areas of need including Social, Emotional and Mental Health, 

Cognition and Learning, Communication and Interaction as well as Physical and Sensory Development are supported. 

After thorough research of assessment tools used by many special schools within Lancashire, who themselves have 

moved away from PIVATS, we looked at a cloud-based assessment platform called ‘Evidence for Learning’ which was 

trialled by our KS3 department in the summer term of 2022, the feedback from which resulted in a five-year 

investment including the decision to ‘phase-in’ the platform across school over the next academic year starting with 

the KS3 and SFX Departments from September 2022, followed by the 14-19 Departments from September 2023. 

Every piece of evidence that is gathered is straightforward to ‘capture’ and record through a secure app using 

classroom tablets, thereby removing the need for staff to use multiple systems which could otherwise lead to 

duplication of information and unnecessary workload. The platform is accessible by parents who will be able to see 

the progress their young person is making in an almost ‘real-time’ fashion, staff will know next-steps at the touch of 

a button and senior leaders will be able to analyse and interpret the information to draw pertinent evaluations to 

drive progress. 

The most important benefit of this approach is that students will be assessed and tracked against the termly targets 

of their own Individual Education Plan, which is directly linked to the desired outcomes of their Education, Health 

and Care Plan. A system which is sophisticated enough to form bespoke assessment outcomes to an individual 

student, is priceless when considering the purpose of assessment, which is to maximise the potential of a student 

being ‘world ready’ upon their arrival at adulthood and in light of the OFSTED inspection process which rightly 

focuses on the results and actions of evaluation. 

Progress files being used across the school to recognise, capture and celebrate steps in learning that cannot be 

evaluated by numerical data, will eventually be replaced by the functionality of the new platform as well as the 

reduction of teacher workload when end of year progress reports will be compiled by the ongoing capturing process. 

 

 

 



 

 

Data – What is important? 

The most important information contained within an annual assessment and accreditation report of a special school, 

is the picture which shows the ‘individual’ progress of each student on roll during that year, and any conclusions 

which add to the view of where we are and where we should be headed in the coming year(s). As such, the following 

numerical data and written interpretations are a positive celebration of what our community has achieved and a 

reflection of areas we will strive to improve upon moving forward. 

2021/22 is the first academic year out of the last three that has not been affected by national or local ‘whole-school’ 

closures due to the unprecedented circumstance presented during the height of the COVID-19 situation, however, 

much of the Autumn term was spent in-and-out of either class or department ‘bubbles’ (as was the governmental 

advice at the time), restricting student groups interacting across school. We are happy to report that Teaching and 

Learning was uninterrupted with students returning to a level of progress expected and sustained prior to the 

pandemic. 

Whilst PIVATS has been used over the last year(s), throughout 2021/22 there has been a greater focus on turning our 

attention towards each individual student’s IEP (and EHCP) outcomes and as such, the information on the following 

pages refers to the five broad areas of SEN and the progress made by each student against these, as opposed to the 

curriculum areas of achievement which follow under the heading ‘Accreditation’. 

At the end of each term, teachers are asked to RAG rate the Individual Education Plan targets that have been set 

previously under the five broad areas of need. These targets are drawn directly from the broader statements on the 

student’s Education, Health and Care Plan, with the same five headings to be achieved over the current period of the 

plan, which is usually a key stage. This correlation allows for the teachers to have a direct impact on the outcomes to 

be discussed at the Annual Review meeting each year. Targets are rated and actioned as follows: 

• Green: indicates that a target has been ‘met’ and a new target should be drawn from the EHCP. 

• Amber: indicates that a target is ‘ongoing’ and will continue for another term, but no more than this. 

• Red: indicates that a target is ‘not met’ and must be ‘broken down’ for the following term. 

If a student receives a consistent ‘green’ rating, this should be viewed very positively, however it could also indicate 

that a more challenging target could be given in future. The reason for an ‘amber’ or ‘ongoing’ target having a two-

term limit, is in order for the teacher to recognise the need for a more manageable target to be set for achievement 

to take place within an appropriate timeframe. A ‘red’ rating indicates that the target is not appropriate and 

professional judgement neds to be used to prioritise which parts of the target should be the focus for the coming 

term. 

Each IEP will have one target drawn from each of the corresponding sections within the EHCP, with the exception of 

‘Cognition and Learning’ which will have three targets for the vast majority of students in school (1 x Writing, 1 x 

Reading and 1 x Maths), and for a very few students there will be one target from each of the five broad ‘areas’ 

need. These students may also be assessed using the engagement model of exploration, realisation, anticipation, 

persistence and initiation. 

The next page gives a detailed analysis of IEP RAG Rated Data for the whole school, followed by three further pages 

giving a similarly detailed overview broken down by each department. The information details the number of IEPs 

completed and any reasons for missing data, as well as a valuable comparison study of students who attract the 

receipt of an additional ‘tariff’ verses those that don’t (FSM/CLA/Post CLA/EFA/SPP). This data shows that at least 

95% of all students either ‘met’ or ‘partially met’ their targets in all areas of need, with the only exception being 

SEMH targets which was still over 90% across the school, with 100% in the FE Department. 

Before the creation of a fourth ‘SFX’ Department at the end of the year, one group within the KS4 Department used 

the Engagement Model to assess the progress of nine students, in addition to IEPs. Each one of these students was 

recorded as progressing in all the areas of ‘Exploration’, ‘Realisation’, ‘Anticipation’, ‘Persistence’ and ‘Initiation’. 

Whilst a numerical value should not be given to this form of ‘Qualitative’ data, it does mean that 100% of these 

students made progress throughout the year. 



 

 

2021/22 IEP Data Analysis – Whole School (Inc. Tariff Recipients): 
NOR (End of Year):   189 (KS3 = 67 / KS4 = 63 / FE = 59) 

IEPs Completed:   182 (96.3% of NOR) 

Not Completed:   7 (3.7% of NOR) 

Reasons:     Persistent Absence x 2 

Taught Elsewhere/Home x 2 

New in Summer Term x 3 

Of 182 Completed IEPs: 

PP/Bursary Recipients: 102 (55.73%) of IEPs 

FE (57) PP:   38 (37.3% Whole School) (66.7% Department) of IEPs 

KS4 (62) PP:  34 (33.3% Whole School) (54.8% Department) of IEPs 

KS3 (63) PP:  30 (29.4% Whole School) (47.6% Department) of IEPs 

 

Communication & Interaction (182/182 = 100%): 

Met – 107/182 (58.8%)  Ongoing – 71/182 (39%)  Not Met – 4/182 (2.2%)  =182/182 

PP Met – 64/102 (62.8%)  PP Ongoing – 38/102 (37.2%)  PP Not Met – 0/102 (0%)  =102 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 43/80 (53.8%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 33/80 (41.2%)  Non-PP Not Met – 4/80 (5%)  =80 (100%) 

 

Cognition & Learning WRITING (165/182 = 90.7%): (17 students no target of which 8 PP = 94/102 = 92.2% PP with Writing Target) 

Met – 80/165 (48.5%)  Ongoing – 82/165 (49.7%)  Not Met – 3/165 (1.8%)  =165/182 

PP Met – 48/94 (51.1%)  PP Ongoing – 45/94 (47.8%)  PP Not Met – 1/94 (1.1%)  =94 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 32/71 (45.0%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 37/71 (52.2%)  Non-PP Not Met – 2/71 (2.8%)  =71 (100%) 

 

Cognition & Learning READING (169/182 = 92.9%): (13 students no target of which 6 PP = 96/102 = 94.1% PP with Reading Target) 

Met – 100/169 (59.2%)  Ongoing – 64/169 (37.9%)  Not Met – 5/169 (2.9%)  =169/182 

PP Met – 58/96 (51.1%)  PP Ongoing – 36/96 (47.8%)  PP Not Met – 2/96 (1.1%)  =96 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 42/73 (57.5%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 28/73 (38.4%)  Non-PP Not Met – 3/73 (4.1%)  =73 (100%) 

 

Cognition & Learning MATHS (182/182 = 100%): 

Met – 84/182 (46.2%)  Ongoing – 91/182 (50%)  Not Met – 7/182 (3.8%)  =182/182 

PP Met – 45/102 (44.1%)  PP Ongoing – 56/102 (54.9%)  PP Not Met – 1/102 (1%)  =102 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 39/80 (48.8%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 35/80 (43.7%)  Non-PP Not Met – 6/80 (7.5%)  =80 (100%) 

 

Physical & Sensory (123/182 = 67.6%): (59 students no target of which 33 PP = 69/102 = 67.6% x PP with P & S Target) 

Met – 61/123 (49.6%)  Ongoing – 58/123 (47.2%)  Not Met – 4/123 (3.2%)  =123/182 

PP Met – 37/69 (53.6%)  PP Ongoing – 29/69 (42%)  PP Not Met – 3/69 (4.4%)  =69 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 24/54 (44.4%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 29/54 (53.7%)  Non-PP Not Met – 1/54 (1.9%)  =54 (100%) 

 

P4A/Independence (123/177 = 97.3%): (5 students no target of which 3 PP = 99/102 = 97.1% x PP with P4A/Independence Target) 

Met – 83/177 (46.9%)  Ongoing – 85/177 (48%)  Not Met – 9/177 (5.1%)  =177/182 

PP Met – 55/99 (55.6%)  PP Ongoing – 39/99 (39.4%)  PP Not Met – 5/99 (5%)  =99 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 28/78 (35.9%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 46/78 (59%)  Non-PP Not Met – 4/78 (5.1%)  =78 (100%) 

 

SEMH (170/182 = 93.4%): (12 students no target of which 5 PP = 97/102 = 95.1% x PP with SEMH Target) 

Met – 75/170 (44.1%)  Ongoing – 79/170 (46.5%)  Not Met – 16/170 (9.4%)  =170/182 

PP Met – 41/97 (42.3%)  PP Ongoing – 47/97 (48.5%)  PP Not Met – 9/97 (9.2%)  =69 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 34/73 (46.6%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 32/73 (43.8%)  Non-PP Not Met – 7/73 (9.6%)  =73 (100%) 



 

 

2021/22 IEP Data Analysis – FE Department (Inc. Tariff Recipients): 
NOR (End of Year):   59 

IEPs Completed:   57 (96.6% of NOR) 

Not Completed:   2 (3.5% of NOR) 

Reasons:     Persistent Absence x 1 

Taught Elsewhere/Home x 1 

New in Summer Term x 0 

 

Of 57 Completed IEPs: 

PP/Bursary Recipients: 38 (66.7%) of IEPs in FE Department 

 

 

Communication & Interaction (57/57 = 100%): 

Met – 39/57 (68.4%)   Ongoing – 18/57 (31.6%)  Not Met – 0/57 (0%)   =57/57 

PP Met – 27/38 (71%)   PP Ongoing – 11/38 (29%)  PP Not Met – 0/38 (0%)  =38 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 12/19 (57.9%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 7/19 (42.1%)  Non-PP Not Met – 0/19 (0%)  =19 (100%) 

 

Cognition & Learning WRITING (52/57 = 91.2%): (5 students no target of which 2 PP = 36/38 = 94.7% PP with Writing Target) 

Met – 35/52 (67.3%)   Ongoing – 17/52 (32.7%)  Not Met – 0/52 (0%)   =52/57 

PP Met – 24/36 (66.7%)  PP Ongoing – 12/36 (33.3%)  PP Not Met – 0/36 (0%)  =36 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 11/16 (68.8%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 5/16 (31.2%)  Non-PP Not Met – 0/16 (0%)  =16 (100%) 

 

Cognition & Learning READING (57/57 = 100%): 

Met – 47/57 (82.5%)   Ongoing – 10/57 (17.5%)  Not Met – 0/57 (0%)   =57/57 

PP Met – 34/38 (89.5%)  PP Ongoing – 4/38 (10.5%)  PP Not Met – 0/38 (0%)  =38 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 13/19 (68.4%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 6/19 (31.6%)  Non-PP Not Met – 0/19 (0%)  =19 (100%) 

 

Cognition & Learning MATHS (57/57 = 100%): 

Met – 38/57 (66.7%)   Ongoing – 19/57 (33.3%)  Not Met – 0/57 (0%)   =57/57 

PP Met – 22/38 (57.9%)  PP Ongoing – 16/38 (42.1%)  PP Not Met – 0/38 (0%)  =38 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 16/19 (84.2%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 3/19 (15.8%)  Non-PP Not Met – 00/19 (00.0%)  =19 (100%) 

 

Physical & Sensory (33/57 = 57.9%): (24 students no target of which 14 PP = 24/38 = 63.1% x PP with P & S Target) 

Met – 22/33 (66.7%)   Ongoing – 11/33 (33.3%)  Not Met – 0/33 (0%)   =33/57 

PP Met – 16/24 (66.7%)  PP Ongoing – 8/24 (33.3%)  PP Not Met – 0/24 (0%)  =24 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 6/9 (66.7%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 3/9 (33.3%)  Non-PP Not Met – 0/9 (0%)  =9 (100%) 

 

P4A/Independence (57/57 = 100%):  

Met – 33/57 (57.9%)   Ongoing – 23/57 (40.4%)  Not Met – 1/57 (1.7%)  =57/57 

PP Met – 24/38 (63.2%)  PP Ongoing – 13/38 (34.2%)  PP Not Met – 1/38 (2.6%)  =38 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 9/19 (47.4%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 10/19 (52.6%)  Non-PP Not Met – 0/19 (0%)  =19 (100%) 

 

SEMH (56/57 = 98.2%): (1 student no target of which 0 PP = 38/38 = 100% x PP with SEMH Target) 

Met – 28/56 (50%)   Ongoing – 28/56 (50%)  Not Met – 0/56 (0%)   =56/57 

PP Met – 19/38 (50%)   PP Ongoing – 19/38 (50%)  PP Not Met – 0/38 (0%)  =38 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 9/18 (50%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 9/18 (50%)  Non-PP Not Met – 0/18 (0%)  =18 (100%) 



 

 

2021/22 IEP Data Analysis – KS4 Department (Inc. Tariff Recipients): 
NOR (End of Year):   63 

IEPs Completed:   62 (98.4% of NOR) 

Not Completed:   1 (1.6% of NOR) 

Reasons:     Persistent Absence x 0 

Taught Elsewhere/Home x 0 

New in Summer Term x 1 

 

Of 57 Completed IEPs: 

PP/Bursary Recipients: 34 (54.8%) of IEPs in KS4 Department 

 

 

Communication & Interaction (62/62 = 100%): 

Met – 33/62 (53.2%)   Ongoing – 27/62 (43.6%)  Not Met – 2/62 (3.2%)  =62/62 

PP Met – 20/34 (58.8%)  PP Ongoing – 14/34 (41.2%)  PP Not Met – 0/34 (0%)  =34 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 13/28 (46.4%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 13/28 (46.4%)  Non-PP Not Met – 2/28 (7.2%)  =28 (100%) 

 

Cognition & Learning WRITING (50/62 = 80.7%): (12 students no target of which 6 PP = 28/34 = 82.4% PP with Writing Target) 

Met – 22/50 (44%)   Ongoing – 26/50 (52%)  Not Met – 2/50 (4%)   =50/62 

PP Met – 15/28 (53.6%)  PP Ongoing – 13/28 (46.4%)  PP Not Met – 0/28 (0%)  =28 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 7/22 (31.8%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 13/22 (59.1%)  Non-PP Not Met – 2/22 (9.1%)  =22 (100%) 

 

Cognition & Learning READING (49/62 = 79%): (13 students no target of which 6 PP = 28/34 = 82.4% PP with Reading Target) 

Met – 15/49 (30.6%)   Ongoing – 30/49 (61.2%)  Not Met – 4/49 (8.2%)  =49/62 

PP Met – 9/28 (32.1%)  PP Ongoing – 18/28 (64.3%)  PP Not Met – 1/28 (3.6%)  =28 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 6/21 (28.6%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 12/21 (57.1%)  Non-PP Not Met – 3/21 (14.3%)  =21 (100%) 

 

Cognition & Learning MATHS (62/62 = 100%): 

Met – 22/62 (35.5%)   Ongoing – 35/62 (56.5%)  Not Met – 5/62 (8%)   =62/62 

PP Met – 11/34 (32.4%)  PP Ongoing – 22/34 (64.7%)  PP Not Met – 1/34 (2.9%)  =34 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 11/28 (39.3%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 13/28 (46.4%)  Non-PP Not Met – 4/28 (14.3%)  =28 (100%) 

 

Physical & Sensory (44/62 = 71%): (18 students no target of which 11 PP = 23/34 = 67.6% x PP with P & S Target) 

Met – 17/44 (38.6%)   Ongoing – 24/44 (54.6%)  Not Met – 3/44 (6.8%)  =44/62 

PP Met – 10/23 (43.5%)  PP Ongoing – 11/23 (47.8%)  PP Not Met – 2/23 (8.7%)  =23 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 7/21 (33.3%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 13/21 (61.9%)  Non-PP Not Met – 1/21 (4.8%)  =21 (100%) 

 

P4A/Independence (62/62 = 100%):  

Met – 28/62 (45.2%)   Ongoing – 30/62 (48.4%)  Not Met – 4/62 (6.4%)  =62/62 

PP Met – 19/34 (55.9%)  PP Ongoing – 13/34 (38.2%)  PP Not Met – 2/34 (5.9%)  =34 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 9/28 (32.1%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 17/28 (60.7%)  Non-PP Not Met – 2/28 (7.2%)  =28 (100%) 

 

SEMH (52/62 = 83.9%): (10 students no target of which 5 PP = 29/34 = 85.3% x PP with SEMH Target) 

Met – 15/52 (28.9%)   Ongoing – 29/52 (55.8%)  Not Met – 8/52 (15.3%)  =52/62 

PP Met – 9/29 (31%)   PP Ongoing – 15/29 (51.7%)  PP Not Met – 5/29 (17.3%)  =29 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 6/23 (26.1%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 14/23 (60.9%)  Non-PP Not Met – 3/23 (13%)  =23 (100%) 



 

 

2021/22 IEP Data Analysis – KS3 Department (Inc. Tariff Recipients): 
NOR (End of Year):   67 

IEPs Completed:   63 (94% of NOR) 

Not Completed:   4 (6% of NOR) 

Reasons:     Persistent Absence x 1 

Taught Elsewhere/Home x 1 

New in Summer Term x 2 

 

Of 57 Completed IEPs: 

PP/Bursary Recipients: 30 (47.6%) of IEPs in KS3 Department 

 

 

Communication & Interaction (63/63 = 100%): 

Met – 35/63 (55.6%)   Ongoing – 26/63 (41.3%)  Not Met – 2/63 (3.1%)  =63/63 

PP Met – 17/30 (56.7%)  PP Ongoing – 13/30 (43.3%)  PP Not Met – 0/30 (0%)  =30 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 18/33 (54.5%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 13/33 (39.4%)  Non-PP Not Met – 2/33 (6.1%)  =33 (100%) 

 

Cognition & Learning WRITING (63/63 = 100%): 

Met – 23/63 (36.5%)   Ongoing – 39/63 (61.9%)  Not Met – 1/63 (1.6%)  =63/63 

PP Met – 9/30 (30%)   PP Ongoing – 20/30 (66.7%)  PP Not Met – 1/30 (3.3%)  =30 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 14/33 (42.4%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 19/33 (57.6%)  Non-PP Not Met – 0/33 (0%)  =33 (100%) 

 

Cognition & Learning READING (63/63 = 100%): 

Met – 38/63 (60.3%)   Ongoing – 24/63 (38.1%)  Not Met – 1/63 (1.6%)  =63/63 

PP Met – 15/30 (50%)   PP Ongoing – 14/30 (46.7%)  PP Not Met – 1/30 (3.3%)  =30 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 23/33 (69.7%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 10/33 (30.3%)  Non-PP Not Met – 0/33 (00.0%)  =33 (100%) 

 

Cognition & Learning MATHS (63/63 = 100%): 

Met – 24/63 (38.1%)   Ongoing – 37/63 (58.7%)  Not Met – 2/63 (3.2%)  =63/63 

PP Met – 12/30 (40%)   PP Ongoing – 18/30 (60%)  PP Not Met – 0/30 (0%)  =30 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 12/33 (36.4%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 19/33 (57.6%)  Non-PP Not Met – 2/33 (6%)  =33 (100%) 

 

Physical & Sensory (46/63 = 73%): (17 students no target of which 8 PP = 22/30 = 73.3% x PP with P & S Target) 

Met – 22/46 (47.8%)   Ongoing – 23/46 (50%)  Not Met – 1/46 (2.2%)  =46/63 

PP Met – 11/22 (50%)   PP Ongoing – 10/22 (45.5%)  PP Not Met – 1/22 (4.5%)  =22 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 11/24 (45.8%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 13/24 (54.2%)  Non-PP Not Met – 0/24 (0%)  =24 (100%) 

 

P4A/Independence (58/63 = 92.1%): (5 students no target of which 3 PP = 27/30 = 90% x PP with P & S Target) 

Met – 22/58 (37.9%)   Ongoing – 32/58 (55.2%)  Not Met – 4/58 (6.9%)  =58/63 

PP Met – 12/27 (44.4%)  PP Ongoing – 13/27 (48.2%)  PP Not Met – 2/27 (7.4%)  =27 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 10/31 (32.3%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 19/31 (61.3%)  Non-PP Not Met – 2/31 (6.4%)  =31 (100%) 

 

SEMH (62/63 = 98.2%): (1 student no target of which 0 PP = 30/30 = 100% x PP with SEMH Target) 

Met – 32/62 (51.6%)   Ongoing – 22/62 (35.5%)  Not Met – 8/62 (12.9%)  =62/63 

PP Met – 13/30 (43.3%)  PP Ongoing – 13/30 (43.3%)  PP Not Met – 4/30 (13.4%)  =30 (100%) 

Non-PP Met – 19/32 (59.4%)  Non-PP Ongoing – 9/32 (28.1%)  Non-PP Not Met – 4/32 (12.5%)  =32 (100%) 

 



 

 

Data Summary Evaluation – What do all the numbers mean? 

Whilst at first glance the data tables above may seem overly complicated, the interpretations are clear when it 

comes to reading the positive narrative about the progress being made in school and any actions which will be 

addressed within individual subjects. 

Within the FE Department, the data informs us that 100% of students either met their EHCP linked IEP targets, or are 

continuing to work towards them in all areas of need, with the exception of one student who did not meet just one 

of their targets for ‘Independence and Self-Help’. This student has since had this target broken-down into a more 

manageable objective. Whilst the data suggests that SEMH targets have all been met in the FE Department, it raises 

an action point for the KS3 and KS4 Departments who’s objectives in this area are greater than 10% unmet, 

suggesting a greater attention will need to be given in this area over the coming year. One of the reasons for this is 

likely to be that by the time students reach the FE Department, they have greater maturity and understand clear 

expectations and boundaries related to this area of need. 

English subject leadership identified early in the year that many students would benefit across the curriculum 

through a systematic synthetic phonics programme and the data clearly indicates through the KS3 data that the 

introduction pilot for ‘Read, Write, Inc.’ as an intervention in KS3 has been beneficial as both Reading and Writing 

had 98.4% of targets either ‘Met’ or ‘Ongoing’ at the end of the assessment period. On the back of the positive 

results, an investment into this scheme has be procured the necessary resources, staff training and a timetables 

literacy hour within the KS3 Department to ensure literacy assessment continues to improve over coming years. 

The data also informs us that less than 70% of students had either a ‘Physical’ or ‘Sensory’ target set for the last 

annual period, which will be addressed in the coming year, with targets coming from the National Curriculum 

Frameworks if they are not specifically noted on an EHCP. 

 

Accreditation – A Journey into Adulthood! 

As mentioned previously, the 2021-22 academic year was a period of re-emergence from more than two years of 

national disruption, where accreditation has been primarily focussed on the recovery of core subjects such as 

English, Maths, ICT, Science and PE in KS4 as well as ICT and Life Skills in the FE Department. No students had 

prolonged periods of remote learning and all accreditation delivery took place in timetabled sessions. All teachers 

involved in the planning and delivery of examination subjects have undergone the relevant training, including 

marking and moderation, cross moderation, invigilating exams and quality assurance. All tests are completed under 

exam conditions and appropriate special considerations are applied such as extra time and/or the use of a scribe. 

All accreditation routes and formal qualifications offered at STFCH are constantly being evaluated to reflect the ever-

changing nature and complexity of individual needs, as well as striving to meet the wider aspirations contained 

within the student population. With this in mind, the decision has been taken to offer a more holistic suite of 

accreditation routes from September 2022. Preparation starts within KS3 where students have access to all subjects 

of the National Curriculum and dedicated Theme Days, visits and events to develop specific vocational interests that 

students would like to take as an ‘Option’ in KS4. Throughout the 14-19 Departments, foundation subjects are 

designed with greater depth and breadth of learning, alongside the timetabled core subjects mentioned previously.  

The following page gives an analysed breakdown of the 121 accredited awards received in the 2021-22 cycle by ‘Year 

Group’, ‘Awards per Student’, ‘Subject’, ‘Level’ and by ‘Awarding Body’. There were 143 entries made for the cycle, 

which gives an 85% pass rate, however it is pertinent to mention that the remaining 15% were ‘double’ entries made 

where students were so successful at a lower award that they were given the opportunity to sit a higher level and 

were not quite at that stage, which will become a focus for them in the 2022-23 cycle. It is notable to compare this 

85% pass rate with the national figures for the overall pass rate for Functional Skills tests being published at between 

25% and 56% dependent on subject and level, this is testament to the outstanding efforts of both staff and students 

at STFCH and evident that our students are performing exceptionally well when compared to these figures. 



 

 

2021/22 Accreditation Data Analysis – Post 14 (Inc. Tariff Recipients): 
 

NOR (End of Year):   112 (KS4 = 63 / FE = 59) 

Students Achieving Accreditation: 53 (47.32% of NOR) 

 

Of those 53 students: 

PP/Bursary Recipients: 32 (60.4%) 

Non-PP Recipients:  21 (39.6%) 

 

Breakdown by Year (53 Students – 32 x PP/21 x Non-PP) 

 Y10:   17 Students (PP x 11 – 64.7%) 

 Y11 (End of KS4):  15 Students (PP x 7 – 46.7%) 

 Y12:   3 Students (PP x 3 – 100%) 

 Y13:   0 Students 

 Y14 (End of FE):  17 Students (PP x 11 – 64.7%) 

 

Breakdown by Number of Awards per Student (121 in Total): 

 X 1:   21 Students (PP x 15 – 71.4%) = 21 Awards 

 X 2:   12 Students (PP x 5 – 41.7%) = 24 Awards 

 X 3:   8 Students (PP x 5 – 62.5%) = 24 Awards 

 X 4:   8 Students (PP x 4 – 50%) = 32 Awards 

 X 5:   4 Students (PP x 3 – 75%) = 20 Awards 

 

Breakdown by Subject (121 Awards in Total): 

 ICT:   39 Awards (ELC 3 – Level 2) = 32.2% 

 Maths:   26 Awards (ELC 1 – Level 1) = 21.5% 

English:   19 Awards (ELC 1 – Level 1) = 15.7% 

 Life Skills:   16 Awards (ELC 1-3) = 13.2% 

 PE:   14 Awards (ELC 1-2) = 11.6% 

 Science:   7 Awards (ELC 2) = 5.8% 

 

Breakdown by Level (121 Awards in Total): 

 ELC 1:   28 (23.1%) 

 ELC 2:   26 (21.5%) 

 ELC 3:   52 (43%) 

 Level 1:   5 (4.1%) 

 Level 2:   10 (8.3%) 

 

Breakdown by Awarding Body (121 Awards in Total): 

 Pearson/Edexcel  54 (44.6%) 

 OCR:   30 (24.8%) 

 AQA:   27 (22.3%) 

 BCS/ICDL:  10 (8.3%) 



 

 

‘Accreditation for ALL’ is a mindset within STFCH where we understand the need for ALL to be recognised for the 

milestones of progress made by students, from their personal ‘starting point’ to achieving their individual ‘potential’, 

with suitable accreditation being awarded commensurate with ability level. To enable this to happen and to provide 

an aspirational outlook, we have added the full suite of AQA Unit Awards (AQAUAS) to recognise the achievements 

of Pre-Entry level students in the core curriculum subjects which will complement our existing Entry Level 

Certificates and Functional Skills Awards accredited through our examination partners AQA, Pearson, OCR and BCS. 

AQAUAS will also be used to recognise vocational and academic courses of study in all non-core subjects and areas 

of learning throughout the 14-19 Departments. 

As students progress through school they will build upon prior learning and accreditation until they have amassed a 

wealth of recognised certification and accreditation to take forward into their future lives in the community. 

Students will be recognised regularly alongside their peers through celebration assemblies and receive a copy of 

awards gained as they are claimed, however it is hoped that over time we will get to a stage where students will be 

officially recognised as they leave STFCH, with a record of all original formal achievements at their graduation event. 

Our new offer ensures that every student in every department will be able to receive official recognition from an 

individual point of entry with appropriate stretch and challenge through all ability levels and each area of need 

towards nationally recognised academic qualifications and/or vocational accreditation in essential life skills, ready 

for adult life after STFCH. 

This graphic shows our ‘Accreditation for ALL’ model as described above: 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Description of Accreditation … what does it mean? 

Entry Level Certificates (ELC) Levels E1, E2 and E3: 

Entry Level qualifications are made up of a number of separately assessed units of student achievement which are 
recognised as each unit is completed. Assessment takes place over a combination of tests, assignments and tasks 
which can be either written, oral or in the form of a practical. 

Students will produce a portfolio that shows evidence of what has been achieved and can contain written work or 
statements which contain other evidence such as performance, video, audio and photographs that are assessed by 
teachers. Different subjects vary in structure, content and the number of units but once all units in a course are 
complete the full certificate is awarded. 

The three entry levels (E1, E2 and E3), are broadly equivalent to the National Curriculum at levels 1, 2 and 3. 

 

Functional Skills (FS) Levels 1 and 2: 

Functional Skills are the fundamental English, Maths and ICT skills that students need for their working and personal 
lives, they are also used as an entry to further education courses. Students study for these qualifications in practical 
ways and apply core skills to real-life situations. 

Some students often wonder why they need to do English, Maths and ICT when they are taking a more vocational, 
practical course (or ‘option’) leading to a personal interest. These subjects are, in fact, vitally important in almost any 
path which has been chosen. 

Functional Skills assessments are graded as either a ‘pass’ or ‘fail’. There are no proxies and no portfolio elements for 
these qualifications. Both Level 1 and Level 2 can be taken online or as a paper exam. Online exams can be taken on 
demand, but paper assessments must be taken during weeks set by the awarding body. Level 1 and Level 2 are 
externally assessed and carried out in exam conditions at the assessment centre. 

The Level 1 Award is equivalent to a lower level GCSE (G1-3 or D-G) and the Level 2 Award is equivalent to a higher 
level GCSE (G4-9 or C-A**) 

 

Evaluation … taking stock! 

Whilst it is clear that the students at STFCH are on a positive and successful journey towards adulthood and have 

worked exceptionally hard through some unprecedented times, so too has the school demonstrated considered 

adaptability, as we have navigated unchartered seas to emerge as an organisation which not only places the 

students at the forefront of our thinking, but centres ‘change’ around their ever complex and increasing needs. 

We will continue to look at the ‘offer’ provided to each cohort of student and make necessary adaptations to ensure 

we remain ‘fit for purpose’ as an organisation that not only provides the essential education, care and nurture our 

students have an entitlement to, but maintain the premise that no individual is left-behind. 

Anecdotal assessment, from contact with parents, observations and progress discussions with class teams enable 

staff to build a whole picture of each student, identifying any additional needs, plan for interventions to meet these 

needs and signpost students for additional support. This includes a commitment to mental health and wellbeing. 

Assessment and accreditation data summaries do not account for all the learning that takes place in relation to the 

quality of the teaching, learning and the wider curriculum. There are many instances of progress in ‘soft’ skills from 

being able to function independently, use initiative and problem solve to developing skills in employability, careers, 

vocational options, self-management of behaviour, and these will each be recorded through full utilisation of the 

new Evidence for Learning platform. A summary of our new system will be included in this report next year. 

 

John Cockerill – September 2022 


